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Feminist critics of the stigmatization of prostitution such as Martha Nussbaum and
Sybil Schwarzenbach argue that the features of the practice do not, or at least need
not, differ essentially from those of other more respected sorts of labor. I argue that
even the least degraded forms of the current practice of prostitution remain objection-
able on feminist grounds because patrons demand a semblance of sexual self-
expression that engages discriminatory beliefs about women’s sexuality.

Crafting policy proposals that protect the autonomy and integrity of women in
prostitution without thereby legitimating the sexist elements of the current
practice has proven to be a daunting task for moral and legal theorists. Up to
now, these concerns have motivated many feminists to take a cautious ap-
proach to prostitution, one that criticizes the sexist elements of the current
practice and at the same time calls for decriminalizing the activities of prosti-
tutes.1 In response to the failure of this approach to yield legal reform, a number
of prominent moral and legal theorists including Sybil Schwarzenbach (1990–
1991), Laurie Shrage (1996), and Martha Nussbaum (1999) have questioned
the feminist critique of prostitution and called for a more robust defense of a
right to its practice.2 In response to the received view that prostitution is
harmful to women, these theorists have argued that all or nearly all of the se-
riously objectionable aspects of the current practice are ultimately a
consequence of an unreasonable moral and legal stigma against prostitutes
and their trade. If this is right, it makes sense for feminists to set aside their
objections and to lend their support for legal protection of the rights of pros-
titutes as sex workers just as they would for any other class of disadvant-
aged laborers. As Nussbaum puts it, ‘‘The fact that a woman with plenty of
choices becomes a prostitute should not bother us provided there are sufficient
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safeguards against abuse and disease, safeguards of a type that legalization would
make possible’’ (Nussbaum 1999, 278).

Although not always clearly distinguished, the feminist case for legitimating
prostitution contracts and advocating the rights of prostitutes as sex workers
usually engages three distinct claims. The first is that prostitution does not
differ essentially from other kinds of labor, and that whatever unusual exploi-
tation or degradation presently accompanies it derives (at least in large part)
from its contingent standing as a morally and legally stigmatized practice. Sec-
ond, it is claimed that prostitution can be an expression of the sexual autonomy
of its practitioners, and thus that even the current practice of heterosexual
prostitution is not worthy of the special condemnation on grounds of sex dis-
crimination that many feminists have reserved for it. Finally, it is claimed that
recognizing the rights of prostitutes as sex workers will help to dismantle the
stigma against prostitution, and could help to transform it into a legitimate
profession.

In this paper, I argue that the feminist objection to prostitution cannot be so
easily set aside. In the first section, I show that although prostitution does not
differ essentially from other kinds of contractual labor agreements, the dissem-
bling of sexual interest or satisfaction on the part of the prostitute also causes it
to fall short of the ‘‘professional’’ status that some advocates claim for it. I take
up sex discrimination-based objections to prostitution in the second section,
defending an autonomy-based objection to the current practice without re-
course to some of the more controversial claims made by recent writers.
Specifically, I claim that feminist objections to the stereotype of female sexu-
ality enacted in prostitution can be defended without recourse to an
identification of prostitution with sexual slavery, or to ideals that rule out
impersonal sex in general. I conclude with a few remarks concerning the pos-
sibility of changing the social meaning of prostitution by means of reform to the
practice.

The scope of my treatment is restricted in several important respects. First,
because I am concerned with the normative force of specifically feminist crit-
icisms of the practice, my discussion focuses upon male-on-female heterosexual
prostitution, where a woman is typically the seller and a man nearly always the
buyer. Criticisms directed against this particular practice in a male-dominant
culture may not have force against prostitution generally. Second, because my
criticism of prostitution focuses on the consequences brought about by men
who are aroused by an image of female sexual freedom enacted in prostitution, I
will have less to say about men who do not care about the sexual desires of the
women with whom they contract, or who are out to enslave or otherwise abuse
them. It is not my intention to deny that such men exist, or to challenge sound
ethical criticisms of prostitution that call attention to the harmful effects
of such crude and possessive attitudes (see, e.g., O’Connell Davidson 1998,
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61–73; Miriam 2005). If the feminist case against prostitution is to have force
against the practice as a whole, however, it cannot be wedded only to its most
degraded forms. Not only does this render its criticisms vulnerable to the charge
that its descriptions apply only to an arguably small part of the practice, but
feminist critics themselves may be seen as an impediment to improving the
conditions of which they are critical (Schwarzenbach 1990–1991, 104).3 I in-
tend my argument here to supplement existing criticisms of prostitution by
discussing attitudes that are generally overlooked in such discussions.

Finally, although I raise a moral objection to the current practice of
heterosexual prostitution that could be part of an argument supporting
criminalization, the moral objection alone is insufficient to warrant that ac-
tion. It may be that the harms of heterosexual prostitution are outweighed by
the burdens on prostitutes that would be required to abolish the practice. Like-
wise, even if abolition is justified, it may be that legislation to eliminate poverty
and increase employment options for women would be more effective in di-
minishing heterosexual prostitution than state action against the practice itself.
Determining whether such claims are true involves empirical considerations
beyond the scope of this paper.

PROSTITUTION, PROFESSIONS, AND SELF-EXPRESSION

In both popular and scholarly arguments, much of the debate concerning
the legitimacy of prostitution has turned on the question of whether it differs
fundamentally from other kinds of paid services. Defenders of the view that
prostitution differs significantly, perhaps essentially, from wage labor have
most often relied on the argument that the sexual contract between prostitute
and patron4 involves a more intimate exchange on the part of the prostitute.
As Carole Pateman argues, ‘‘When a prostitute contracts out the use of her
body, she is . . . selling herself in a very real sense. Women’s selves are involved
in prostitution in a different manner from the involvement of the self in
other occupations’’ (Pateman 1988, 207; see also Hampton 1999, 147). On
this view, because sexuality is a singular medium for self-expression, the com-
modification of that medium, even if it is economically advantageous for
the seller, is also self-alienating and thus threatening to a critical source of self-
expression.

Defenders of a right to practice prostitution have not been swayed by this
argument. In the first place, they argue that the risk of alienation as such does
not warrant any special moral condemnation of prostitution inasmuch as many
non-sexual job settings incur similar risks. As Martha Nussbaum has recently
argued, by accepting payment for their teaching and writing, philosophy
professors also take money for embodied services that are intimate and ‘‘defin-
itive of selfhood’’ (Nussbaum 1999, 283).5 Yet, the professor’s activities fail to
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motivate charges that she ‘‘alienates her mind, or turns her thoughts into com-
modities’’ (283). According to Nussbaum, the special stigma reserved for
prostitutes derives instead from an ‘‘aristocratic prejudice against earning
wages’’ that has been overcome in most fields outside of prostitution, and
Christianity’s ‘‘general anxiety about the body—especially the female body’’
(278, 280). Inasmuch as neither of these has a reasonable basis, and the latter a
distinctly misogynist one, she concludes that feminists in particular have rea-
son to oppose this stigmatization.

It may be thought that Nussbaum is underestimating the extent to which
sexuality is a unique source of self-expression, one more intimate and important
than philosophical argument, however, fulfilling the latter may be for some.
Even if this is so, however, its significance is unclear. As David Archard points
out, there are many ways in which a person may jeopardize an opportunity for
sexual self-expression besides prostitution, including ‘‘celibacy, a loveless mar-
riage, repression of one’s homosexuality, an insuperable distaste for sex, and so
on’’ (Archard 1998, 110). Unless we are to similarly condemn all such behav-
iors and attitudes, the risk to self-expression alone is insufficient to warrant a
condemnation of prostitution. Moreover, as with any potentially self-expres-
sive activity, most people can distinguish the times when they are engaging in
it in a truly self-expressive way from those in which they are merely playing a
role. Indeed, some prostitutes report being fully able to maintain a separation
between the sexuality that is truly their own and that which is merely enacted
for payment. As Nussbaum asserts, ‘‘The prostitute still has her sexuality; she
can use it on her own, apart from the relationship with the client, just as the
domestic servant may cook for her family and clean her own house’’ (Nussbaum
1999, 291).

Some have charged that such judgments ignore the special challenge that a
prostitute faces in trying to maintain a separation between her personal and
commercial sexual life. Joseph Kupfer, for example, argues that such a separa-
tion often involves a dysfunctional dissociation in the lives of prostitutes akin
to that suffered by sexual abuse survivors (Kupfer 1995, 82; see also Pateman
1988, 207; McKeganey and Barnard 1996). Moreover, by the time that a
woman in street prostitution ‘‘cease[s] to be a prostitute,’’ the toll of physical
and emotional abuse is often so great that she no longer has anything resem-
bling a functioning sexuality at all. Scott Anderson observes that the harm
suffered in prostitution ‘‘affects the body directly and . . . stays with the pros-
titute long after her clients are gone and she has quit the trade’’ (Anderson
2002, 776–77). Even if many prostitutes in the present practice are confronted
with this damaging trade-off, however, it is far from clear that dysfunctional
dissociation and loss of sexual desire are necessary features of all current forms
of prostitution, or that they would be the same if prostitution were more widely
accepted. Speaking for prostitutes engaged in the ‘‘call girl’’ end of the sex
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industry, Peggy Morgan writes that the prostitute ‘‘knows that what she does for
money is not an expression of her own sexuality’’ (Morgan 1987, 25–26).
Moreover, to the extent that the shame and abuse that motivate harmful dis-
sociation are caused by the social and legal stigma against prostitution, it would
be viciously circular to use that dissociation to condemn the practice. Were
prostitution destigmatized, pathological forms of dissociation might diminish or
even disappear altogether.

It is worth noting in this regard that not all forms of occupational self-
distancing need to be pathological. Sybil Schwarzenbach argues, for example,
that an element of self-distancing is an essential part of the self-expressive ac-
tivities of many different kinds of professionals, and uses this point to argue that
a suitably reformed variant of prostitution might be a genuine profession. On
her Hegelian account, self-expression consists in finding the self in production
or activity, a self-discovery made possible through a certain distancing from the
product or action. When the writer turns her manuscript over to the reader or
the dancer his performance to an audience, an inevitable self-distancing occurs
as the vehicle of expression (the manuscript or the performance of the dance) is
made subject to the wills of others. The professional need not lose herself ir-
retrievably in such an exchange, however, but can gain a sense of identity
through the recognition afforded by the transaction. Moreover, as with pros-
titution, the medium of self-expression that is turned over to another may be
one’s own body. Schwarzenbach observes that a dancer can offer her body itself
to her audience for its entertainment without loss of self: ‘‘My autonomy has
not been infringed simply because others make temporary visual use (as it were)
of my body’s activities . . .’’ (Schwarzenbach 1990–1991, 114). The ‘‘temporary
use’’ of a professional’s embodied action by others is necessary if that action is to
have the expressive quality necessary for it to become a valued source of her
own identity. According to Schwarzenbach, what distinguishes a professional
performance from mere exploitation is not the medium of expression, but the
limitations on the performance. As long as there are reasonable boundaries
to the time that I must devote to my activity, and so long as it does not force
me to relinquish other aspects of my personality, there is nothing objectionable
in this sort of professional distancing (114). Moreover, although this fact has
generally been accepted in many male-dominated professions, women actors
and dancers have had to struggle to claim professional status, refusing ‘‘to con-
sider themselves ‘harlots’ or ‘whores’ despite their public dancing or speaking
activity’’ (122). Schwarzenbach argues that there is no reason in principle
to believe that a similar transformation might not take place in a reformed
prostitution.

By calling attention to the self-distancing that is a vital part of the self-
expressive activities of many professionals, Schwarzenbach offers an important
objection to the claim that self-distancing or ‘‘alienation’’ is the essentially
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objectionable feature of prostitution. As she observes, however, for women in
drama and dance to reach the level of respected professionals, they first had to
refuse ‘‘to consider themselves ‘harlots’ or ‘whores’’’ (Schwarzenbach 1990–
1991, 122). At least on the face of it, this fact poses a difficulty for transforming
a practice the existence of which depends upon meeting patrons’ expectations
that women behave precisely as ‘‘harlots’’ or ‘‘whores.’’6 I shall return to this
point later, but the prima facie distinction it implies between prostitution and
the legitimate practice of a profession tends to be overlooked by writers such as
Schwarzenbach and Nussbaum. Whatever the similarities between prostitutes
and dancers or prostitutes and philosophy professors, it is worth asking why so
very few dancers or philosophy professors would willingly accept the claim that
their work was not essentially different from prostitution. Although this may be
due in part to the sorts of unexamined cultural prejudices concerning the sale of
women’s sexuality that Nussbaum cites, that is not the only reason. Within
most professions, it is possible to draw a distinction between the authentic
practice of the profession and a degraded or ‘‘prostituted’’ variant of it.7 This
distinction, moreover, turns neither on the acceptance of a fee for services as
Nussbaum urges, nor upon the failure to limit the time and sacrifice of person-
ality required of the professional as Schwarzenbach claims. Rather, the
distinction turns on the relation of self-expression to the authentic practice of
a profession.

At least in the case of professions involving embodied services, the value of
the practice is closely tied to its self-expressive character. This means that con-
formity to the standards governing the practice cannot be solely externally
motivated, but must engage and give shape to the relevant creative desire of the
professional herself. The presence of such a desire enables the professional to
come to self-realization through the external medium of a practice in which
she is engaged (Schwarzenbach 1990–1991, 214). A similar case can be made
for Nussbaum’s philosophy professor, whose professional output, through its
conformity to the external standards of the profession, also lends public ex-
pression to the autonomous creative urge of the professor. The integrity of
these professions is not imperiled by payment for the practice, or even by the
often very costly sacrifices of time and personality required for a quality perfor-
mance. In fact, the hours typically spent ‘‘on the job’’ by dedicated professionals
would be severely exploitative were they expended on externally directed wage
labor. It is because we believe that professionals are engaged in self-creative
labor that we need not think they are exploited or degraded even when much
of their time and personality is absorbed by their work.

A professional is demeaned in a special way, however, when the aspect of
the practice that is properly self-directed is commodified and made subject
to the direction of a patron. In such a case, the patron attempts to hijack the
self-expressive dimension of a performance and thereby control it for his own
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purposes (see Kupfer 1995, 84). Of course, to the extent that this aspect of the
practice truly requires self-direction, there must also be a real sense in which it
cannot be bought. For this reason, it is necessary for the professional to dissem-
ble his performance so that it still appears to be autonomous. Were he openly to
acknowledge his lack of autonomy, that work would lack the value that the
patron seeks in the commercial transaction. Importantly, the demeaning qual-
ity of this sort of professional extortion is not occasioned by the acceptance of
payment for services, but occurs specifically because the paid service provided
involves a surrender of the kind of self-direction that is essential to the social
value of the practice in question.

Consider a philosophy professor employed by an institute that produces philo-
sophical monographs related to public policy issues. In response to a large
corporate donation by a producer of fossil fuels, the institute contracts with the
professor to write an ethical monograph that questions the coherence of argu-
ments linking global warming to the burning of fossil fuels. To do this
effectively—to make her work appear to be a credible philosophical effort—the
philosopher cannot reveal that the conclusions of her arguments are seriously
constrained by the needs of her patron. Because the social value of a philosopher’s
work depends on it being the product of free intellectual inquiry, the philosopher
cannot effectively service the needs of the institute and its corporate sponsor
without being disingenuous about the conditions of her service. Her work must
appear to be a product of her own critical judgment if it is to maintain its value as
a piece of scholarship, and thereby further the corporation’s own ends.

Likening this kind of extortion of professional services to the dominance
exerted by the patron in prostitution is justified insofar as the latter exchange
meets three key conditions: (1) it must engage a potentially self-creative
capacity; (2) the performance of the prostitute must be mercenary rather than
genuinely self-expressive; and (3) the performance for which the patron con-
tracts must be such that its value would be seriously compromised were its
mercenary character transparent, thus requiring the performer to feign self-
expression. Nearly all would agree that prostitution meets the first condition, in
that the self-expressive potential of sexuality is not seriously disputed. Likewise,
by arguing that the prostitute is fully capable of distinguishing genuinely self-
expressive sex from the sex that is performed from an economic motive,
most defenders of a right to practice prostitution imply the second condition.
That prostitution meets the third condition may seem doubtful, however, in
that it assumes what appears to be an extraordinary degree of self-deception
on the part of prostitution patrons. In the case of the philosopher’s extorted
performance, the semblance of self-direction that sustains the belief of readers
of the monograph need not be shared by the corporate patron himself. In pros-
titution, however, the patron is ordinarily both the underwriter and the
recipient of the performance. To believe that the prostitute’s performance is
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self-directed requires a kind of double-consciousness in which the patron be-
lieves both that the prostitute is acting on the basis of a contractual agreement,
and that she is driven by some kind of sexual motive. Thus, to determine
whether prostitution meets the third condition of professional extortion, it is
necessary to consider what the typical patron wants from the prostitute.

To be sure, some feminists have denied the existence of self-deception on
the part of prostitution patrons by asserting that the desire of the patron is sim-
ply to degrade and dominate the prostitute, and doubtless this is sometimes the
case (see, e.g., Brownmiller 1971, 37–38; Pateman 1988, 207). The self-
reported motives of most patrons, even for low-end prostitution, however, are
often considerably more complex and rarely involve an explicit desire to en-
slave or dominate a woman.8 Moreover, many prostitutes themselves have
attested to the importance of a credible display of sexual interest or even ex-
citement in their practice. The patron expects the prostitute to embody female
sexual attractiveness, and this she cannot do unless she appears to be ‘‘into it.’’
Despite the seeming transparency of their economic motive, prostitutes—
especially those at the ‘‘high end’’ of the industry—are often compelled to go to
great lengths to feign sexual arousal or even to have orgasms. In her ‘‘Continu-
ing Saga’’ accounts in Frederique Delacoste and Priscilla Alexander’s
influential Sex Work, Carol Leigh (aka the ‘‘Scarlot Harlot’’), writes, ‘‘I don’t
feel like getting off. I never feel like it, but I’d rather come than fake it and the
clients in my call girl network expect us to act like we feel like it’’ (Leigh 1987,
107). Although false orgasms may be exceptional, dissembling sexual interest is
not. As Peggy Morgan aptly puts it: ‘‘A prostitute can’t very well tell a trick the
truth: ‘I really just want your money—I don’t want to touch you or have you
touch me,’ if she’s to have any business’’ (Morgan 1987, 25–26; see also Albert
2001, 100–01). Undoubtedly, similar concerns motivate advertisements in
which women are depicted as horny or otherwise aroused by the sex they sell.
Honest expressions of sexual feelings that would challenge what Julia O’Con-
nell Davidson has termed the patron’s ‘‘suspension of disbelief’’ would occasion
the failure to deliver the service for which he contracted (O’Connell Davidson
1998, 139; see also MacKinnon 1993, 28).

With its requirement of a semblance of sexual self-expression, prostitution
meets the third condition for professional extortion. Were its mercenary char-
acter transparent, the performance for which most patrons contract would be
seriously deficient. Moreover, if this analysis is right, even the upper end of the
current practice of prostitution is less like a profession than some of its sup-
porters claim. Although a more highly paid prostitute may negotiate the terms
of the contract with her patron or place limits on her bodily performance, the
performance itself remains a semblance that cannot be fully revealed for what it
is. In this, the bodily performance is importantly different from that of a dancer
for whom it is a transparent vehicle for self-expression.
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Of course, the fact that prostitution meets the conditions of a kind of pro-
fessional extortion does not distinguish it from a broader category of work roles
that have no similar stigma. In this sense, the characterization of all such work
as ‘‘prostitution’’ reflects an unfair and sexist bias. At least some of the time, the
employment conditions of nearly all professionals require performances that are
more mercenary than self-expressive. Moreover, many jobs, especially those of
women in the service industry, compel workers to dissemble a desire to perform
services that are, in fact, under the control of patrons. Using her studies on
flight attendants, for example, Arlie Hochschild argues that feigning concern
and the ‘‘pretension to a personal relation’’ are part of the expectations of
women in many job contexts (Hochschild 1983, 111). If all women in prosti-
tution are doing is setting aside their own sexual preferences for the sake of
others (many if not most of whom despise them in return), the harm of pros-
titution to women generally may seem unclear.

If these considerations fail to establish that prostitution is an essentially cor-
rupt practice, however, they also fall short of showing that feminist objections
to prostitution have no foundation. Feminist opposition to prostitution need
not be, and most often is not, directed toward the practice in its essence, but
toward the practice as it takes shape in a society governed by sexist background
assumptions. Even if a surrender of sexual self-direction per se offers no unique
grounds for feminist moral criticism, when this surrender engages discrimina-
tory beliefs or stereotypes, it may. Moreover, the manner in which the least
exploitative forms of prostitution involve dissemblance on the part of the pros-
titute and a double-consciousness on the part of the patron will prove central in
establishing its relation to sex discrimination.

AUTONOMY, DISSEMBLANCE, AND SEX DISCRIMINATION

Feminist criticisms of prostitution have focused on the ways in which the cur-
rent practice reinforces sexist beliefs about women, and thereby contributes to
women’s subordination. Carole Pateman provides a succinct statement of the
most common criticism: ‘‘When women’s bodies are on sale as commodities in
the capitalist market . . . male sex-right is publicly affirmed, and men gain pub-
lic acknowledgement as women’s sexual masters—that is what is wrong with
prostitution’’ (Pateman 1988, 208; see also Satz 1995, 80; O’Connell Davidson
2002, 84–98; Miriam 2005, 13). Even if the sale of sex raises no serious moral
issues in itself, insofar as commercial sex reinforces a discriminatory belief that
women’s bodies are commodities for male consumption, it is worthy of moral
condemnation. Moreover, because the dominant heterosexual practice is, irre-
versibly, the sale of female sexual service to men, prostitution reinforces a sexist
belief that women and their sexuality are capable of being objectified in a way
that men and their sexuality are not (Overall 1992, 717–18).
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In response, some defenders of prostitutes’ rights have directly challenged
the claim that prostitution reinforces the objectification of women by arguing
that the sexual choices of prostitutes publicly demonstrate their sexual auton-
omy (Schwarzenbach 1990–1991, 123). Although most women may not
choose to express their sexuality in this way, feminists ought to support the
women who do, and society in general should respect prostitutes and their pa-
trons in the same manner as members of any other sexual minority (Chapkis
1997, 3; see also Nussbaum 1999, 288). Margo St. James has argued that the
same rights to privacy and to control of one’s own body that feminists have
often cited in defense of abortion rights can be deployed in defense of decrim-
inalizing prostitution contracts (Shrage 1994, ix–x). On this view, the
prostitute’s choice to engage in commercial sex is neither more nor less
than the expression of a choice concerning how she will dispose of her body.
In a society that respects the basic rights of women, no one has a right to
infringe upon this decision, and feminists in particular have reason to support
a contract that a woman most often initiates and to which she always con-
sents. As David A.J. Richards observes, ‘‘There is something morally perverse
in condemning commercial sex as intrinsic moral slavery when the very
prohibition of it seems to be an arbitrary abridgement of sexual autonomy’’
(Richards 1982, 110). Far from reinforcing a stereotype of women as sexual
slaves, prostitutes would seem to subvert that stereotype far more than the
majority of women who, constrained by dubious social mores, are reluctant to
force men to bargain for the sexual benefits that they desire (Ericsson 1980,
354–55).

It may be objected, of course, that such broadly libertarian defenses of pros-
titution ignore the exploitative bargaining conditions that characterize most
sexual offers, conditions that have led to restrictions on sex-for-money quid pro
quos in ordinary employment. It is possible, however, to develop an autonomy-
based defense of prostitutes’ rights on narrower grounds. Stephen Schulhofer
offers a more measured defense of sexual contracts by arguing that sexual bar-
gains can be autonomy-enhancing so long as sexual bargaining is consensual
and does not interfere with a person’s opportunity to obtain the non-sexual
goals of a contractual relation. Schulhofer accepts the legal prohibition of sex-
ual quid pro quos in education or ordinary employment as they effectively
deprive a student or worker of a right to pursue an important non-sexual end of
those endeavors (i.e., a right to compete fairly for grades or benefits). By con-
trast, the offer of a prostitute’s patron ‘‘does not threaten her rights or interfere
in any direct way with her ordinary, nonsexual endeavors’’ (Schulhofer 1998,
165). Because the end of the prostitution contract is sexual and, unlike the
worker who risks punitive action if she refuses her employer’s sexual offer, a
prostitute who refuses to accept a patron’s offer is no worse off than before, the
contract is supportable on grounds of sexual autonomy.
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Against such defenses, recent critics have focused more directly on the issue
of sexual autonomy in prostitution, denying that sex-for-money exchanges rep-
resent self-expression for the prostitute at all. Elizabeth Anderson astutely
observes that the prostitution contract forces the prostitute temporarily to sur-
render a right to govern her sexual acts on the basis of her own considered
sexual preferences. While her patron acts sexually on the basis of his sexual
desire, the prostitute’s ‘‘actions under contract express not her own valuations
but the will of her customer’’ (Anderson 1993, 156; see also O’Connell David-
son 2002, 91). Even if the economic exploitation of the prostitute is akin to
that of many other workers, the terms of her contract render her sexually ex-
ploited in a unique way. More recently, Scott Anderson has argued that ‘‘if
sexual autonomy means anything, it means that sex does not become a neces-
sary means for a person to avoid . . . hardships’’ (Anderson 2002, 763). On this
view, prostitution cannot enhance the sexual autonomy of the prostitute when
its existence depends upon her willingness to exchange sexual self-governance
for economic benefits. Although the practice may be an exercise of economic
autonomy, this is bought at the cost of a right to sexual autonomy.

This debate over the relationship between prostitution and autonomy turns
on a more basic disagreement concerning the definition of sexual autonomy
itself. Writers such as St. James, Richards, and Schulhofer assume a broad defi-
nition according to which sexual acts are self-determined so long as they find
their origin in some desire of the agent performing them. On this definition,
the choice to act sexually on the basis of a desire for economic gain can be an
expression of sexual autonomy. By contrast, writers such as Elizabeth Anderson
and Scott Anderson define sexual self-determination more narrowly. On their
view, an agent’s sexual autonomy is violated when she enters into a contractual
agreement to satisfy another’s sexual desire in exchange for a non-sexual good,
irrespective of her own sexual desire. On this narrower definition, an act counts
as sexually autonomous only if it is sexually self-expressive, engaging the sexual
desire of the agent. Accordingly, a right to sexual autonomy requires that the
right to govern one’s sexual acts on the basis of one’s sexual desires be contrac-
tually inalienable. On this account, if a prostitute ‘‘knows that what she does
for money is not an expression of her own sexuality,’’ her action cannot be
sexually autonomous (Morgan 1987, 26).

Do feminists have a compelling reason for endorsing this narrow definition
of sexual autonomy? Elizabeth Anderson implies that they do because permit-
ting men to satisfy their sexual desires through serial transactions in the
marketplace would damage the interests of most women, who prefer long-term,
committed relationships with men. In her view, feminist opposition to prosti-
tution reflects a more general concern for protecting sexual relationships from
the infringement of marketplace ideals. Anderson worries that any move to
legitimate the commodification of female sexuality would reinforce an appro-
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priative attitude toward sex among men, one that would extend to their per-
sonal relationships as well (Anderson 1993, 155). Although this objection
attends to the threat that a fully legitimated practice of prostitution might pose
to heterosexual women who desire long-term intimate relationships, however,
how well this concern encompasses feminist criticism of prostitution is ques-
tionable. By linking her criticism to the value of women’s committed and
loving sexual relationships with men, Anderson hinges her critique on the en-
dorsement of that particular sexual ideal. Her account cannot easily explain
why feminists who are skeptical of an ideal of heterosexual monogamy might
still object to prostitution.

Scott Anderson explains the radical feminist concern for sexual autonomy
by arguing that ‘‘because sex plays such a pivotal role in the lives of most
adults,’’ we prefer to make our sexual decisions in a private sphere free from the
economic pressure and public regulation that characterize commercial transac-
tions (Anderson 2002, 775). In contrast to Elizabeth Anderson, he argues that
normalizing commercial sex would probably not alter that preference, but it
would ‘‘greatly obscure the extent to which becoming a sex worker means, for
many people, trading off control over their sexual choices for some measure of
economic security’’ (780). Legally restricting sexual decision-making to a pri-
vate sphere reduces the likelihood that economically disadvantaged women
will feel compelled to bargain away such control: ‘‘The prohibition on prosti-
tution is, as much as anything, a restriction on what kinds of pressures or
circumstances society will permit to bear on its members’ sexual choices’’
(777). Keeping sex private frees it from the rules, restrictions, and management
that characterize business relations in the commercial world (764–65).

Scott Anderson perceptively underlines the way in which the legal prohi-
bition of prostitution functions as a control on the social constraints that might
force poor women to exchange sexual autonomy for economic security. It is less
clear, however, why feminists should be specifically concerned with protecting
this kind of autonomy, much less with protecting it by placing sex in a sphere of
privacy. As concerns the latter point, while most radical feminists have ob-
jected to the harms alleged to accompany the direct commodification of
women’s sexuality in commercial sex, they have also criticized the more insid-
ious but often no less exploitative pressures that characterize ‘‘private’’ sexual
relations between women and men (see, e.g., MacKinnon 1989, 184–94;
Hirshman and Larson 1998, 223–47). The restriction of sexual bargaining to the
private sphere does not necessarily eliminate the pressures on poor women, but
rather restricts them to that sphere. Second, Anderson’s account does not explain
why feminists should have a special concern for defending poor women’s right to
sexual self-expression when the same women are commonly compelled to trade
away other highly valued kinds of self-direction in their labor. As Nussbaum ar-
gues, it is perfectly legal for employers in various fields to pressure underprivileged
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women to alienate rights to health, privacy, personal safety, and bodily integrity,
provided that they are not doing so in the context of commercial sex (Nussbaum
1999, 280–85). In a society where working women regularly submit to pressures to
set aside vital preferences, the special concern of some feminists for protecting a
right to sexual self-expression cannot be vindicated by showing that it would pro-
tect a preference that most people would not want to give up.

Rather than basing the feminist concern for protecting a woman’s right to
sexual self-expression on an ideal of sexual monogamy or a preference for sex-
ual privacy, it is more compelling to consider the relationship between the
absence of that specific entitlement and women’s inequality. Being economi-
cally compelled to surrender vital preferences in exchange for wages is the lot of
the poor regardless of gender. Feeling that burden specifically as surrendering a
right to make sexual choices on the basis of sexual desires, however, is far more
commonly the lot of women. Under generalized conditions of sexual exploita-
tion, women of all socioeconomic classes have regularly found it to their
advantage or even necessary to treat their sexuality as a means for gaining ac-
cess to material or emotional goods. Historically, in striking contrast to most
men’s, women’s sexual behavior has often reflected their need or desire for
things other than sex. Thus, although the workplace subjects both women and
men to forms of exploitation that involve alienation of a right to self-expres-
sion in labor, women face a distinct and discriminatory set of pressures to
alienate a right to sexual self-expression. In this sense, prostitution has not been
an exceptional case imperiling a valued right of women to sexual self-expres-
sion, but rather the explicit form of a pervasive and discriminatory system of
sexual bargaining (see, e.g., Hirshman and Larson 1998, 287). To the extent
that women are placed at a disadvantage to men because they lack this right,
feminists have reason to object to prostitution.

If such an objection is to have much force, however, it must go beyond
the first-party harms occasioned by the practice. Although the prostitution
contract requires the seller to alienate a right to sexual self-expression, the ma-
terial opportunities and advantages that the practice offers may take on greater
moral significance than the loss of a supposed right that women do not in gen-
eral enjoy.9 The feminist argument for third-party harms in prostitution has
usually appealed to the gendered context of the commercial exchange. Chris-
tine Overall and Debra Satz argue that insofar as the current practice of
prostitution is one in which women service the sexual desires of men, and not
vice versa, it offers a representation of gender relations with harmful effects ‘‘on
how men perceive women and on how women perceive themselves’’ (Satz
1995, 78; see also Overall 1992, 718). If this is right, feminists may object to
choices that alienate a woman’s right to sexual self-expression, even if they are
not the result of coercive circumstances, insofar as they represent the class of
women in an unfavorable or discriminatory light.
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For Overall and Satz, as for Pateman, however, the harmfulness of this
representation hinges on its being one of female servitude or subordination
(Pateman 1988, 208; Overall 1992, 722; Satz 1995, 79). Although this
constitutes an important moral objection to prostitution transactions in
which a woman is compelled to display sexual submission to a man, it is less
clear that it holds against exchanges in which such a display is absent. More-
over, as discussed above, sexual servitude often fails to be perceived in
prostitution at all inasmuch as a prostitute’s dissimulation of, and a patron’s
self-deceptive belief in, female sexual self-direction is often central to the
transaction. Although the prostitute does submit to a contract that alienates
her right to govern her sexual actions in accord with her sexual desires, the
marketplace demand that she appear to be acting on the basis of those same
desires makes her behavior seem self-governed. As Nussbaum observes, the
prostitute offends traditional sensibilities not by slavish submission, but by ‘‘be-
ing seen as the uncontrolled and sexually free woman’’ (Nussbaum 1999, 287).
The same lack of transparency that permits a prostitute’s loss of sexual
self-expression to pass as some kind of sexual interest prevents it from being
perceived as a loss at all. This accounts for the prima facie plausibility of the
libertarian claim (and the conservative dread) that a prostitute is the exemplar
of female sexual autonomy.

Although the prostitute may not generally represent sexual submission to
men, the same display of ‘‘sexual freedom’’ that so offends traditional sensibil-
ities enacts a false representation of female sexual agency. By identifying female
lack of inhibition and sexual freedom with a contract for sex with a man for
whom the prostitute feels no particular sexual desire at all, prostitution effec-
tively conflates women’s sexual freedom with being a willing object of male
desire. That a woman’s sexual agency might involve desires or behaviors that
bear little or no resemblance to the socially and economically constrained per-
formance of a prostitute disappears from view. To sell one’s services as a
prostitute both relies upon and reinforces a background belief that female sex-
ual freedom is exemplified in that practice, that is, that any display of female
sexual agency is indicative of a woman’s being a ‘‘whore.’’

It is important to be very clear about what is wrong with this image. As
Nussbaum correctly points out, the charge that a woman is a ‘‘whore’’ engages
irrational prejudices against sex itself and against women as sexually dangerous.
This need not mean (as Nussbaum claims it does), however, that feminists
must be wedded to these irrational beliefs if they criticize the relatively unen-
cumbered choice of a woman to become a prostitute. The market for
prostitution trades in large part on images and performances that identify a
woman’s sexual freedom with transactions in which she more or less narrowly
conforms to the desires of male patrons—always without regard for her actual
sexual pleasure. This is true even when a patron underwrites a performance in
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which a prostitute ‘‘sexually dominates’’ him. If prostitution fails to conjure
images of sexual servitude, this is less because it accurately represents sexual
freedom than because its existence is tied to an image of female sexual agency
in which freedom and servitude, a woman’s unimpeded pursuit of sexual plea-
sure and the sexual servicing of a man, are indistinguishable.10

Such an image assumes and supports a more pervasive cultural disconnec-
tion between the sexualization of women and actual female sexual pleasure,
a disconnection that shapes various beliefs and behaviors that are harmful
to women. Among men and women, this disconnection fosters the belief that
women’s failure to conform their sexual desires to men’s represents sexual
repression rather than the expression of a distinct set of sexual interests. In this
way, the sexual agency of lesbians and other women whose sexuality falls
outside the strictures imposed by heterosexual male desire is thereby rendered
invisible. Among heterosexual women too, the erasure of female sexual plea-
sure from the dominant cultural images of female sexuality has a damaging
effect. This is especially true for young women who must develop an under-
standing of their own sexuality in the context of these distorted images. Recent
research by Lynn Phillips and Deborah Tolman, for example, documents the
close correlation between young women’s disregard for their own sexual satis-
faction in heterosexual relationships and their reluctance to categorize sexual
violence as rape or sexual assault (Phillips 2000, 115; Tolman 2002, 6).11

Strikingly, although these young women appear to have shed once-dominant
rape myths that would cause them to doubt that the rapes of other women
actually occur, they remain unlikely to see their own experiences of forced
or violent sex as rape or battery. A critical component of this absence of
sexual self-regard lies with a general indifference toward their own pleasure
in sexual encounters with men, a disregard that extends even to young women
who are unashamedly sexually active (Phillips 2000, 125–27). Because they
take their sexual agency to consist in the chosen pursuit of producing male
sexual pleasure (as opposed to their own), sexual transgressions against them
are more likely to be viewed as bad sex or sex gone awry than as acts of sexual
violence against them.

It should also be noted that insofar as most men who seek out prostitution do
not desire simply to dominate a woman, the belief that prostitutes embody sex-
ual freedom is likely to heighten their demand thereby occasioning some of
the worst first-party harms. Because we can expect that, at most, only a very
small number of women will freely choose to become prostitutes, the burden of
supplying that demand will fall to socially and economically disadvantaged
women who are highly vulnerable to exploitation. In this sense, women at the
low end of the industry, including the victims of international sex trafficking,
must be counted among the recipients of harms generated by a false image
of women’s sexual freedom. Likewise, to the extent that these women must
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conform to patrons’ expectations of a display of sexual freedom, they effectively
block an awareness of their degraded and sometimes slave-like working condi-
tions that might serve to diminish demand.12

In fact, blurring the distinction between what is chosen authentically and
what is driven by the constraints imposed by a stereotyped role is always an
effective means for obscuring the harmfulness of the stereotype. In her early
work on prostitution, Laurie Shrage insightfully compared the performance of
the prostitute with that of the ‘‘Uncle Tom.’’ Shrage located the harm of such
performances with their suggestion that subordinated groups can benefit eco-
nomically from oppressive systems (Shrage 1989, 357). It would seem,
however, that the tendency of such performances to reinforce sexist and racist
beliefs concerning the agency of oppressed people is more significant. Uncle
Tom not only demonstrates that servile roles are economically beneficial for
blacks; by giving a credible performance he affirms—for blacks and whites
alike—the white supremacist belief that the desires and ambitions of African
Americans really do conform to a stereotyped role. Although there may be
good reasons to refrain from heaping scorn on the person who is compelled to
act out such a role, let alone to criminalize his performance, this does not mean
that we should have no problem with it.

CRIMINALIZATION, STEREOTYPES, AND STIGMA

Some may argue that even if moral concerns about prostitution are warranted,
it may be best to refrain from voicing them insofar as they impede reform
efforts. Were it possible to change prostitution’s relationship to sex discrimina-
tion by decriminalization and reform, it would be counterproductive for
feminists to add yet another voice in opposition to an already highly stigma-
tized practice. Schwarzenbach, for example, sees reform as the starting point for
a professionalization of the practice, a transformation to sexual therapy. On this
view, much as it would have been misguided to criticize African American ac-
tors for their enactment of racist stereotypes in motion pictures of the early and
mid twentieth century, so it is ill-advised for feminists to call attention to the
manner in which prostitutes engage discriminatory stereotypes in their prac-
tice. In both cases, such degraded roles should be understood as the entry point
into more respected professional work. The sexual therapy advocated by
Schwarzenbach would presumably involve no alienation of a right to sexual
self-expression in that a ‘‘skilled emotional and sexual therapist’’ would trans-
parently express herself through her desire to engage in that therapeutic
practice, rather than through any particular interest in her client (Schwarzen-
bach 1990–1991, 125). The need to feign sexual freedom would disappear,
as the client would harbor no illusions concerning a therapist’s sexual
motivations.
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Although a genuine profession of sexual therapy might not warrant feminist
criticism, the political economy of prostitution makes for a most difficult trans-
formation. The value of prostitution for even the least exploitative of male
patrons depends upon the self-deceptive belief that the performance they sub-
sidize somehow expresses the sexual agency of the prostitute. There is no
evidence that the men whose money supports the practice view their pursuit of
a ‘‘sexually uninhibited’’ woman as a desire for therapy, or that they would
welcome such a reinterpretation. Although prostitutes at the higher end of the
practice may sometimes (accurately) perceive themselves to be engaged in
behaviors resembling those of a therapist, unless their patrons openly
acknowledge this as well they cannot simply make it the case that they are
engaged in a therapeutic practice. In this sense, the position of the prostitute is
quite unlike that of the actor who plays a degraded part in order to move onto
more fulfilling and self-expressive roles in the same field. To remake prostitu-
tion into a fulfilling and self-expressive profession would require a fundamental
shift in the self-perception of the men who seek out prostitutes, a shift
that neither patrons nor the prostitutes who rely on their illusions are likely to
support.

Of course, the fact that the transformation of prostitution to a therapeutic
profession is not on the horizon does not place it outside the reach of reforms
that might make it safer and more akin to other kinds of work. Despite a ten-
dency to conflate the two in the literature, organizing a labor force is different
from professionalizing it. Perhaps, as with other servile and dangerous occupa-
tions, unionization, the extension of worker benefits, and health and safety
regulations could significantly improve the lives of prostitutes. Indeed, the bur-
dens that criminalization imposes on destitute women has led even some of
prostitution’s most outspoken critics to call for decriminalization—at least for
the prostitute (see, e.g., MacKinnon 1993, 20). Such ‘‘workplace’’ reforms,
however, would do nothing to make prostitution a non-discriminatory prac-
tice. The prostitute still trades on images and performances that identify her
sexual freedom with conformity to the desires of male patrons without regard
for her sexual pleasure. Moreover, to the extent that reforms actually could
recast prostitution as legitimate work and thereby ‘‘normalize’’ the discrimina-
tion, feminists have a prima facie reason to resist them, even if they decide in
the end that decriminalization is the best of the non-ideal options available.13

Were the feminist problem with prostitution solely that of slave-like subor-
dination, Nussbaum might well be right to claim that ‘‘the perception and the
fact of dominance’’ could be corrected by recognizing the risks and organizing
the workers (Nussbaum 1999, 295). Workplace interventions of this kind are
of little avail, however, in addressing the reinforcement of a harmful stereotype.
To the extent that the harms of heterosexual prostitution are caused by back-
ground beliefs, they fall outside the reach of reforms that are aimed at the
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practice itself. Surely it would be simpler for feminists if this were not the case,
if reform could succeed in eliminating all the objectionable aspects of prosti-
tution. To charge that the dominant practice of prostitution is sexist, while
making the same charge with regard to its popular condemnation, invites mis-
interpretation and criticism from all sides. For the time being, however, it is
also a reasonable course of action.

NOTES

My thanks to Robert Card, Heidi Malm, Martin Monto, Lani Roberts, Lisa Schwartz-
man, and Diana Taylor, as well as to the editors and anonymous referees at Hypatia for
their written responses to previous versions of this paper.

1. Feminist authors who have criticized the practice while remaining open to
regulated decriminalization include Chamallas 1987; Radin 1987, 1996, 132–36; Over-
all 1992; Anderson 1993, 150–58; Satz 1995; and Tong 1997. Others have advocated
decriminalizing the prostitute’s activities, though not necessarily those of buyers or bro-
kers of her (or his) services, for example, Baldwin 1992, 1993; MacKinnon 1993;
Hirshman and Larson 1998, 286–94; and Anderson 2002.

2. These approaches should be distinguished from non-feminist critics of crimi-
nalization pursuing similar themes, for example, Richards 1982, 84–153; Ericsson 1980;
Posner 1992, 130–33; Primoratz 1993; and Archard 1998, 106–10.

3. The actual percentage of prostitutes engaged in various parts of the industry
itself remains a matter of conjecture. Although Priscilla Alexander’s assertion that only
‘‘ten to twenty percent of prostitution involves street solicitation’’ is frequently cited
(e.g., Satz 1995, 66; Lemoncheck 1997, 142), Alexander offers no support for that
number (Alexander 1987, 189).

4. I use the term ‘‘patron’’ to describe the buyer in the prostitution contract. This
avoids begging the question as to whether prostitution is or is not a profession as terms
such as ‘‘client’’ or ‘‘john’’ do, respectively. Moreover, as I discuss below, in certain im-
portant respects the buyer in the prostitution contract resembles a certain kind of
professional patron.

5. Nussbaum goes on to ask, ‘‘When someone’s unanticipated argument goes into
one’s mind, isn’t this both intimate and bodily (and far less consensual, often, than the
penetration of prostitute by customer)?’’ (Nussbaum 1999, 284). Some may find the
question more than rhetorical.

6. Nussbaum’s observation that professional masseuses gained status by ‘‘dissoci-
ating themselves from the erotic aspect of their activity’’ raises a similar problem
(Nussbaum 1999, 284).

7. Nussbaum mentions the problem ‘‘that prostitution is always a cheap form of
an activity that has a better form,’’ but doubts its plausibility, arguing that the claim
assumes that sex must have ‘‘one highest goal’’ (Nussbaum 1999, 283, 442, n. 22).

8. Although a fine-grained account of patron attitudes would be desirable, re-
search on the motives of patrons is difficult due in large part the population’s general
unavailability for study. By far the largest and most reliable study of patrons to date
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comes from men arrested for soliciting street prostitution, and this study focused pri-
marily on what caused the socially deviant behavior of soliciting (to support law
enforcement and anti-prostitution efforts to reduce it). The most cited motives for
soliciting a prostitute were ‘‘I like to be with a woman who gets nasty’’ 53.9%, ‘‘I am
excited by the idea of approaching a prostitute’’ 46.6%, ‘‘I like to have a variety of sexual
partners’’ 44.1%, ‘‘I want a different kind of sex than my regular partner [wants]’’ 42.6%,
‘‘I am shy and awkward when I am trying to meet a woman’’ 41.9%, and ‘‘I like to be in
control when having sex’’ 41.8% (Monto 2000, 78–79). The descriptions of patrons’
motives offered in interviews of prostitutes in legal brothels are strikingly similar (Albert
2001, 100–01). Notably, most patrons do not report beliefs that are typical of those
reported by men with sexually violent personalities (Monto 2000, 76; see also Freund,
Lee, and Leonard 1991).

9. Legal prostitution places the force of law behind a contract that requires the
alienation of such a right. It is worth noting that this works against the grain of recent
feminist reforms to the marriage contract that have had the effect (if not the express
intent), of protecting a woman’s right to sexual self-expression by means other than
exiting the contract. Defining marital rape as a legal possibility discredits the belief that
a woman can alienate a right to govern her sexual choices on the basis of her sexual
desires as the consequence of a contractual agreement.

10. Rae Langton identifies a similar problem in pornography that she calls the
‘‘false attribution of autonomy’’ (Langton 2009, 13–15, 237–40).

11. Thanks to Lisa Schwartzman for calling this work to my attention.
12. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer at Hypatia for asking me to further develop

this aspect of my argument.
13. That legal reform would in fact ‘‘normalize’’ prostitution is doubtful. Even un-

der the relatively tolerant laws in the Netherlands, the stigma against the practice and
women in it remains (Verbeek and van der Zijden 1987, 298; cf. Cooper 1989, 104, n.
30; Chapkis 1997, 5). This is further evidenced in widespread public support for Project
1012’s call for closing most of Amsterdam’s brothels (see Simons 2008). For a discussion
of similar problems following legalization in Nevada, see Farley 2007.
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